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Abst rac t - - In  this paper we give new oscillation and nonoscillation criteria for the self-adjoint 
difference equation A(cn- lAx~- l )  + anXn = 0 in terms of the sequence ~/qn = c~,/ ~ where 
bn = Cn + cn-1 - an. A necessary and sufficient condition for oscillation is given in the case of q,~ 
periodic with period 2. (D 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper,  we give some new osci l lation and nonosci l lat ion cr iter ia for the self-adjoint difference 
equat ion 
A(Cn_ lA2~n_ l  ) ~- anx  n = 0 (1) 
with cn > 0. 
A solut ion {Xn} of (1) is called nonosci l latory if there is an integer no such that  x~,z,~+l > 0 
for all n >_ no. It is known [1-4] that  if one solution of (1) is nonoscil latory, then so is any other 
nontr iv ial  one. Therefore, (1) can be classified as either osci l latory or nonoscil latory. Osci l lat ion 
can also be defined in terms of nodes [4, p. 221]. Equat ion (1) is equivalent o the equat ion 
CnXn+ 1 -Jr- Cn_ lZn_  1 ~ bnxn,  (2) 
where bn ~ an "}- Cn-1 -- an.  
E lementary  considerat ion of signs in (2) implies that  it is necessary for (2) to have a nonoscil- 
latory solut ion is that  b~ > 0 for large n. So, without any loss of generality, we may suppose that  
bn > 0 for n > 1. 
In several papers [5-7] and monographs [1-3], the authors gave cr iter ia for osci l lat ion and 
2 nonosci l lat ion of (2) in terms of the sequence qn = cn /bnbn+l .  We believe that  osci l lat ion 
and nonosci l lat ion of (2) depends on the ratios a,~/cn and cn-1 /c~.  Unfortunately,  equations of 
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type (1), in contrast with the situation in self-adjoint differential equations, cannot be transformed 
to another one with cn - 1, namely, an equation of the form 
A2xn-1 4- Anxn = 0 (3) 
with rather 'simple' coefficient A,~. In [5], the authors gave a comparison theorem that connects 
equations of type (1) with equations of type (3). Here, we give another comparison theorem of 
that sort, namely Theorem 3.3. 
Most of the criteria introduced here depend on the sequence {v/~n} and, in particular, the 
sequence {v/~n + v~n+l } and a discussion is made to clarify that our criteria improves the known 
ones depending on qn. 
Before introducing the main results, we state some of the known results concerning oscillation 
and nonoscillation of (2). The reader is referred to [1,2,5-7] for proofs and also more other 
criteria. 
THEOREM 1.1. Equation (2) is nonoscillatory if and only if any of the two first-order equations 
and 
On-  1 
earn  ~- - -  = bn (4) 
rn- -  1 
1 
qnSn -b  - -  1 (5) 
8n-  1 
has an eventuM1y positive solution. 
THEOREM 1.2. Equation (2) is oscillatory if qn --> i + e for some e > 0 and nonoscillatory if
4qn <_ 1, (n >_ no). 
THEOREM 1.3. If equntion (2) is nonoscillatory, then there is an integer N such that for all 
m > N and k > 0, 
4kqmqm+l.--qm+k < 1. (6) 
2. OSCILLAT ION AND NONOSCILLAT ION CRITER IA  
The following theorem generalizes Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Equation (2) is nonoscillatory if and only if there is an eventually positive se- 
quence {~n} such that 
( 1 ) (  1 )  
qn+l~n+l + ~n qn~n + ~ _< 1. (7) 
PROOF. Necessity follows from Theorem 1.1. 
To prove sufficiency, define Bn :=  qn~n + 1/~n-1 ,  Sn :=  Bn+l~n, and Q~ := qn(BnBn+l) -1. 
Then qn < Qn and 
1 
Q~s~+ -1 .  
The result follows from Theorem 4.1 of [7]. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Equation (2) is nonoscillatory if there is an integer N such that the inequMity 
(s) 
holds for n >_ N. 
PROOF. Let ~n = qn 1/2 in Theorem 1.2. 
REMARK. Inequality (8) improves the condition qn <- 1/4 stated in Theorem 1.2. 
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EXAMPLE.  Consider (2) with {c,~} and {b,~} defined by: c3j+1 = c3 j+2 --  2, C3j = 1; b23_ 1 ~- 3, 
and b23 = 4 (j = 1,2, 3, . . .  ). Then, {q~} is periodically defined by the ordered triple (1/3, 1/3, 
1/12), that is, qaj-2 = q3j-1 = 1/3 and qaj = 1/12. This sequence satisfies the inequality (8). 
Therefore, with definition of the sequences {b,~} and {c,~}, (2) is nonoscillatory. 
The following notation will be used in the sequel. 
NOTATION.  For n > m, we write 
--qn = sup 4kqnqr~+l. . .  qr~+k. 
0<k 
Note that 
G _> (9)  
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose  that  (5) has a pos i t ive  solut ion {,%} defined for n >_ m.  Then, for m <_ 
1 
q,,~ < - -  < 1 -G+~,  (i0) 
Srl 
qn -~ @~+1 < 1. (11) 
PROOF. Rewrite (5) as qn = 1/sn(1 - 1/sn -1) .  It follows that q, < 1/s, , .  On the other hand, 
q~+L = 1/s~+1(1 -1 /s~) .  Therefore, 
1 [  4 ) ] ( 1 )  1 (  1 ) 
4qnq~+l - - -  1 - - -  < - -  1 - - -  , 
Sn+ 1 Sn(1 -- 1/S,~ s~z_] - s,~+l s , - I  
By induction, 
4k%q,+i . . .%+k< 1 (1_  1 ) 1 - -  < 1 - - - - .  
Sn + k Sn-1  Sn-- 1 
Therefore, qn < 1 - 1/Sr~-l.  
REMARK. In view of (9), inequality (11) improves Theorem 2.3 of [5]. 
LEMMA 2.4. I f  (5) has a pos i t ive  solut ion s ,  defined for ,~ _> m. then, for any  nonnegat ive  
sequence a j  and every  k > 1, we have 
m+k 
j=Tr~+l Sm+k Sm 
(12) 
PROOF. Rewrite (5) as qjs j  - 1 = -1 /s j -1 .  Multiplying by c~j and adding a j+ l / s j ,  we get 
ctj+l ctd+l (~j 
Olj qj sj  + - -  -- ctj -- 
Sj S3 Sj _ 1 
Since a jq j s j  + a j+~/s j  >_ 2v /Cba j+lq j  , (13) implies that 
<_ j+l 
S 3 Sj _ 1 
(13) 
Summing the last inequality, we get (12). 
Following [8], we define a node of a finite or infinite sequence as follows. 
DEFINITION. For a finite or inf inite sequence of real numbers u : 'u(a), u(a + 1) , . . . ,  we say that  
m = a is a node for u i f  u(a) = 0, and we say that  m > a is a node for u if u(.m) = 0 or 
- = 0 
I t  should be noted that  i f  a solut ion xn of  (2) has no nodes between m and 'm + k + 1, the~l 
s,~ = (bn+txn+l) / (cr~x~) satisf ies (5) for m < r~ < m + k. 
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(2v/Ol jO~j+lq j -- Ctj) > am+k+l ,  
then each solution of  (2) has at least one node between m and m + k + 1. 
PROOF. In view of the inequality (12), it suffices to see that any solution sj of equation (5) 
should satisfy sj  > 1. 
The following theorem improves Theorem 2.9 of [9], which has a similar statement, but without 
the rightmost wo terms in (14). 
THEOREM 2.6. Equation (1) is oscil latory i f  there are two sequences ~k and nk of  posit ive integers 
such that uk > nk and 
t~ k
E a j  ~ cpk Jr" Cnk -- b,kq~k - bnk+lqn~.  (14) 
j=nk+l  
PROOF. Suppose that (2) is nonoscillatory. Then, there is a sufficiently large integer N such 
that (5) has a positive solution sj defined for j _> N. Invoking Lemma 2.4, choose ay = bj. Then, 
for every m, n (n > m > N), the L.H.S. of (12) (with n = m + k + 1) can be simplified as follows: 
n--1 n--1 n--1 
Z ( 2x /a j °~ j+ lq j - °~ j )= Z (c j -e j - l+a j )=Cn- l -Cm+ Z aj. 
j=ra+l  j=m+l  j=m+l  
On the other hand, (10) implies the following estimate for the R.H.S. of (12): 
O~n O~m+ l 
8n -  1 8m 
- - -  < b~(1 - ~)  - bm+tqm = c~ + ca-1 - a,, - b,~(~ - b,~+lq,~. 
n--1 Therefore, (12) implies that - cm + E j=m+l  aj < Cn -- an - -  bn(Tn  - bm+lq,~. That is, 
aj < Cn + Cm -- bnCTn - bm+lqm. 
j=m+l  
This contradicts(14). 
EXAMPLE. Let Cn -- 1, ak~ = ak2+l  : 2/3, and aj = -1  for k 2 ¢ j ~ k 2 + 1. Then, qk 2 = 
9/16, qk2+l = qk2_l -= 1/4, and qj = 1/9 otherwise. One can see that Theorem 2.9 of [9] is 
not applicable to this example, nor is any other known theorem. However, it is easy to see that 
with nk = k 2 -- 1 and uk -= k 2 + 1, the L.H.S. of (14) becomes 4/3 and the R.H.S. becomes 
< 2 - (4/3)qk+l - (4/3)qk2_1 = 4/3. 
Hence, Theorem 2.6 is applicable and equation (1), with these coefficients, is oscillatory. 




(2 qv/~-~j+l - 1) 4qj < 1 - 4qmqm+l - qm+n+2- (15) 
PROOF. Choose aj  = 4qj in Lemma 2.4. 
The following theorem bounds the arithmetic mean of the sequence V/~n for nonoscillatory 
equations. 
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TItEOREM 2.8. //c (2) is nonoscillatory, then there is an integer N such that the inequality 
1 m+nE x/qj '(  1[1+ 1--qm--gtm+n+l] 
j=m+l  
(16) 
holds for all m > N and n >_ 1. 




< 1 - qm - 0m+n+l. (17) 
Now, adding n to both sides of (17) and dividing by 2n, we get (16). 
In fact, the previous theorem bounds the supremum of the arithmetic mean of the sequence 
v/~n by the upper bound 1/2, while Theorem 1.a bounds the supremum of the geometric mean 
of v~ by the same upper bound. 
To see that Theorem 2.8 improves Theorem 1.3, note that (16) together with (9) imply th~tt 
1 ._ < m + n  ~" x/q~ 1 [1+ 1--(qm+qm+n+l)]_ . 




(V/qm+l...v/-qm+n);/n<-~ 1+ ~- j .  
1[ 
qm+l...qm+n < --~ 1 
Multiplying by qrnqm+n+l, one gets 
+ 1 - (qm +nqm+n+l) 1 
2n 
4 '°1 [ 1--(qm+qm+n+l)]  2n 
qm.. .  qm+n+l < -;-2qrnqm+n+l 1 + ?Z (is) 
Note that the function f (x,  y) = xy[1 +(1-  (x + y))/n]2n defined on the domain D = {(x, y) : 0 < 
.r < 1, 0 < y < 1} has maximum value 1/4. Hence, (18) implies that qm .-. q.,~,+~+: < 4 -°''+~/- 
That is, 1 
qm . . . qm+n < - - .  4n 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose that q~ is periodic with period 2, that is, q2~ = a and q2,~-~ - b. 
Then (2) is oscillatory if and only if 
PROOF. The "if" part follows from Theorem 2.8. The "only if" part follows from Corollary 2.2. 
EXaMPLe. Let q2n = 1/2 and q2n-~ = 1/8. This example was treated in [5,7] in two different 
manners. Alternatively, we may use the foregoing theorem since ~ + lx//17 ~ = 3/(2x/2) > 1. 
On the other hand, the inequality (16) is helpful for estimating the number of nodes for such an 
example since this inequality is valid in any interval Ira, m + rz] on which a positive solution x.~ 
of (3) exists, while neither of the two expositions in [5,7] would give information of this sort,. 
EXAMPLE. Let q2~ = 1/2 and q2n-1 = 1/10. Theorem 3.2 is applicable to this example since 
( lx/T~ 2 + ~ ) 2  _ 1 = (v~ - 2)/5 > o. No other criteria seem to cover such an exam:pie. 
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3. COMPARISON THEOREMS 
In this section we introduce some new comparison theorems that enable one to compare qua- 
tions of type (1) with simpler equations of type (3). 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  equat ion (1) is nonoscil latory, then so is 
A2Xn-1 + (v/'qn + V~n-1  - 1 )Xn  = O. (19) 
PROOF. Let {sn} be a positive solution of qnSn + 1//Sn-1 = 1. Define rn := v~,Sn .  Then {rn} 
is a positive solution of 
V~nrn  + - -  -- 1. 
rn -  1 
It follows that the equation 
A(v /qnAYn_ l )  -~ (v /qn  ~- V /qn_ l  -- 1 )y  n = 0 
is nonoscillatory. Since v/qn < 1, the result follows from the celebrated Sturm comparison 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose  that  
1 
qnSn + -- 1, 
8n-- 1 
1 ! ! 
qnSn + -- 1 I 
8n-- 1 
have pos i t ive solut ions {s~} and {s~}, defined for n >_ N .  Then,  
1 
x/q~q~S,~ + - 1 
S~_ 1 
has a pos i t ive solut ion {Sn}. 
PROOF. Since 
can be expanded as 
and 
hence, 
Now, let ~n -- ~ .  Then, 
qnsn + 
1 ) ( ,  , 1 ) 
qnSn + 






8n- lSn_  1 8n_  1 
¢ I 
+ qnSn -- 1 
Sn--1 
qnqnSns n I i t i qnSn qnSn 
2~l < ~ + - - ,  
8n_ lS tn_ l  -- 8n_ l  Sn--1 V 
t s s~ + 1 <1.  
! 
n n v /Sn_ lSn_ l  
The required result now follows from Theorem 2.1. 
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THEOREM 3.3. / f  (1) is nonoscillatory, then so is 
A2Xn_l - (qn 1/2 - 2)x,. = 0. (20) 
PROOF. Applying %heorem 3.2 with q~ = q~+l, we find that the equation ~ S , ,  + 1/S .... l 
- 1 has an eventually positive solution Sn. Lett ing R~ = ~Sn,  we find that 
1 R~ + - q~l /2 .  
R,~_I 
According to Theorem 1.1, this implies that  (20) is nonoscil latory. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Equation (1) is oscillatory if  any" of the two conditions 
\-,r~ / -1/2 
1. limsup,~_,oo z-,j=mlqj -- 2) = OO, 
,-,~ , -1/2 ~,~ , -1 /2_  2). 2. l im in fn - ,~  2_,j=nAqj - 2) < l imsuI)n~oc L j  . . . .  [qj 
PROOF. Wi th  the aid of Theorem 3.3, the first part  follows from Corol lary 3.3 of [7! and the 
second follows from Corol lary 2.8 of [9]. 
REMARK. The foregoing theorem improves Theorem 2.1 of [5] whenever the sequence % satisfies 
the condit ion q~ + %+1 <_ 3/4, which is the case for most of the interesting examples. To 
- t  -1 /2  -a /2  see this, compare (q~l _ 1)(qn+ 1 _ 1) with q~ q~+a • Note that  q.~ + q,~+l _<_ 3/4 implies 
that  1 - (q~ + %+t)  >_ 1/4. On the other hand, 1/4 > ~ ( 1  - ~ ) .  Therefore, 
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